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Tapping into the 'returners' pool to improve 

diversity, in the tech industry & beyond

Jacqueline de Rojas CBE

President, techUK

Diversity Driver

There is a two millimeter difference between coming back to work,

and deciding this is not for them – empathy is essential

Returner strategies to ensure talent is supported adequately right from the 

beginning of the re-integration process, e.g.

• Building a bridge between the org. and the returners to 'stay connected'

• Supporting in the skills gap through appropriate trainings/ coaching

• Share learnings and look up to role models through the 'returners club'

Jacqueline is President of techUK, 

President of Digital Leaders, and co-

Chair for the Institute of Coding. She 

also serves on the Board of Directors for 

Rightmove, Costain Group and tech 

consultancy FDM Group. She is a 

passionate advocate for diversity and 

inclusion and via techUK helps to shape 

policy and create conditions for the tech 

industry to thrive

Any organization that wants to make sure talent is not lost and 

is successfully re-integrated into the workforce

Who should apply this Download?
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Some common questions on 'returners' strategies

Who are 'returners'? 

Anyone wanting to return to work after an extended break. This is not limited to a particular gender, and the 

break could be taken for a variety of reasons including childcare, eldercare or relocation (to name a few). 

Does a returner have to return to the same organization?

Not necessarily. This download primarily focuses on returners to the same organization, but companies can 

(and should) tap into the broader returners pool as well, especially as their programmes scale and mature.

Does a returner have to go back to the same role as before?

Successful returners programmes ensure returners feel supported and sufficiently skilled to resume work. 

Returners going back to the same role may require upskilling, while those changing career paths may require 

reskilling. techUK offer a variety of free resources including courses, mentorship and up/reskilling 

opportunities through their Returners Hub. Its member companies vary in their approach to reskilling and 

upskilling returners. 
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Context and case for launching returners programmes

Jacqueline de Rojas became 

passionate about advocating for 

women when she was overlooked for 

a promotion and told "we simply 

don't put women on the leadership 

team."

As a sales team leader, she had 

recruited candidates with diverse 

backgrounds and skills and 

witnessed, first-hand, the positive 

impact of diversity on performance.

After a successful career at different 

tech firms, she joined techUK in 2015 

and created a manifesto for 

increasing women's representation 

and diversity in the technology 

sector.

Jacqueline learned from techUK

members that there was a need for 

more digitally-skilled workers across 

the tech industry. 1 This gap was and 

remains impossible to fill unless 

companies tapped into diverse talent 

pools. 

Moreover, in 2017, women 

represented only 19% of the tech 

workforce, a share that shrank further 

at the top levels. 2 This gender 

imbalance, combined with a widening 

skills gap in the technology sector, 

meant that companies simply could 

not afford to lose talented women. 

Finally, with 76% of professional 

women on career breaks wanting to 

return to work, there was a clear 

talent pool to tap into. 3

In 2017, techUK launched a Returners 

Hub for individuals looking to return 

to work, and companies looking for 

resources on setting up programmes. 

Since its launch, 19 of techUK's

member companies have developed 

robust returners programmes, while 

others have broadened their 

approach to returners. These 

programmes have helped shift 

workplace perceptions and stigma 

around longer career breaks.

The rest of this download focuses on 

how companies – including those 

outside of the tech sector - can 

establish programmes to set 

returners up for a smooth transition 

and long-term success.

Context Case for change Summary

1. According to an Empirica report published in 2016, there will be 161,000 unfilled vacancies by 2020 in the UK (21% of all unfilled vacancies in Europe), 2. Tech Nation, 3. "Women returners" report published 
by PWC in November 2016.  
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Actions Jacqueline (and techUK) took to set up the Returners Hub and 
encourage companies to launch programmes

On-board senior leaders Understand benchmarks Develop programmes Expand outreach

Actions

Challenges

• Jacqueline leverages her 

experience and encourages 

others to use existing 

networks to start 

conversations with, and get 

buy-in from, the top-most 

levels of member companies 

• Positions programmes as a 

way to build competitive 

advantage, especially for 

SMEs (~75% of all members)

• Encourages using techUK as a 

platform to aggregate 

resources – for employers and 

returners

• Educating leaders that 

returners are not all 

‘returning mums’, not all 

women, and could have taken 

their break for eldercare, 

health or relocation reasons

• Candid pulse checks with 

people who have returned 

after extended breaks, to 

understand challenges and 

opportunities

• Raise awareness of challenges 

faced by those returning to 

work; provide training to co-

workers / managers

• Establish key metrics / data 

points as a baseline

• Setup the Returners Hub, a 

central portal to provide 

resources to returners and 

companies setting up own 

programmes

• Fighting bias within HR 

professionals / recruiters 

against people who have 

taken a career break

• Develop a regular comms. 

bridge between current 

employees and those on leave

• Build a "buddy" system 

(outside of line management) 

to ease transition back and 

help 'stay connected'

• Invite those on leave to join 

update / performance calls 

and events in the returner's 

club

• Develop flexible / part-time 

working programmes

• Provide resources for people 

preparing for return to work

• Providing a business case to 

senior leadership about the 

value of returners programme 

despite the overwhelming 

evidence – executive sign-off is 

vital but often difficult to get

• Expand programmes to other 

parts of organisation

• Look externally to tap into 

returner-talent that may not 

have worked at the company 

• Revamp job descriptions and 

recruiting processes to not be 

deterring to returners

• Leverage or build training 

programmes to bring external 

returners up to speed or ease 

transition back into the 

workplace 

• Make it FUN and engaging!

• Describing clearly what the 

returner programme involves 

and what expectations are in 

terms of time commitment, 

flexibility and other 

parameters
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How to set up effective returners programmes

Tomorrow: "Data is your friend"

• Develop a baseline for key 

metrics (e.g. % of employees 

on extended leave, % of 

employees who have 

returned to work in recent 

years)

• Establish specific targets and 

timeline to achieve for key 

metrics 

1 month: Outline plan

Determine key pillars:

• Company policies for extended time 

off / returning to work

• Support for employees on leave

• Programmes for employees returning

• Recruiting external returners

6-12 months: Implement programmes

• Train buddies, coaches on 

communication strategies, empathy 

and resources available 

• Pilot and incorporate feedback 

• Implement broadly, ensuring continued 

championship from senior leaders 

• Communicate policies, strategies and 

programmes across the company 

• Set up feedback process

1-2 years: Track progress

• Continue implementing programmes

• Track key metrics, regularly reviewing 

progress and making required changes 

• Ensure knowledge and awareness of 

programmes across company 

2-6 months: Detail plan

• Appoint teams to detail each pillar

• On-board senior leaders to lead 

programmes

• On-board and interview employees 

who have previously returned to work 

• Leverage external resources, such as 

techUK's Returners Hub

• Engage external recruiting agencies

2+ years: Reinforce

• Secure full budget

• Expand programme to other 

offices, systems or geographies

• Share knowledge and resources 

with / from other companies 

through conferences, corporate 

associations etc.
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techUK's Returners Hub has 
demonstrated success

Key metrics to track performance 
of returners programmes

19
techUK

members with 

comprehensive 

returners 

programmes

53
returners 

across 83 

members in 

2019 alone

9,818
page views since 

launch

3,343
new users since 

launch

Number & diversity of returners

% of employees on extended leave re-

joining within x months 

Returner retention rates 

Returner satisfaction scores (from 

surveys conducted)
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Additional considerations for setting up a 
'returners programme' post-COVID 19 

Moment for positive change and action in building diverse 

organisations
• Sustainable organisations in COVID have been built on high performing, multi-

talented diverse teams

• COVID gives organisations as chance to re-define metrics for success with more 

tolerance in the system

Working environment and induction for returners to address the 

new normal of work-life balance
• Women contribute more to household work and may not be "available" all the 

time, a new challenge as the delineation between work and home becomes less 

clear

• Short window of opportunity to upskill to new ways of working – eg. induction 

programmes to be revamped and be more targeted and practical

Opportunity for returners to pivot/upskill and bridge gaps in 

other areas of the organisation
• New workplace realities have opened doors for talent requirement (and 

diversity) in various areas
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